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Hamamelis ovailis

A mild day allows
some pruning of
broken or dead
limbs on shrubs
and trees

Viola tricolor
Spray woody plants
with dormant spray
when temps go
above 40 degrees

Examine any tubers,
bulbs and corms
stored and discard
soft or moldy ones
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Begin preparing
soil when it can
be worked
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You should be able
to spot a few
crocuses popping
up as days lengthen
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Give your lawn a
look, checking for
red thread and
other fungus plus
weeds
As those catalog
seeds are delivered
get some early
plants started
indoors
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Summer flowering
shrubs can be
pruned for height
and density now
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Review and list
to refresh your
garden supplies
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Start seeds of onions
and leeks indoors

On milder days a
shot of dormant
spray can help
control overwinter
pests
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Repot a few indoor
plants, with fresh
potting mix and
pinch back as
needed
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Pull some of those
weeds that are
showing if snow
has melted
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Be aware that
pruning azalea and
rhodos now will
sacrifice the blooms
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If ornamental
grasses are
becoming unsightly
they can be cut back
now

Keep after autumn
leaves remaining,
putting them on the
compost pile

Rinse out the
birdbath and fill it
with fresh water

Get your inside
growing area set up,
lights, shelves and
containers to be
used
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Walk the garden
and make notes
on plants to
divide/prune

This is a good
time to jump start
caladiums and
begonias indoors
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8
Disinfect last years
seed starting flats
and containers
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Lenten roses need
old leaves removed
close to ground
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Prune and fertilize
fruit trees before
budding

Look for and
destroy any
bagworm cocoons
in your trees
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If considering a
pond this year, start
assessing sites and
listing supplies

Repair garden
structures and
furniture
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Cold weather?
Bring in a bird
house and give
it a fresh coat of
paint
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Keep plants
mulched till temps
warm beyond
harder frosts
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28 Helleborus niger

